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METHODS OF SELECTING PRISON PERSONNEL
. E. Lundberg
Dr. Lundberg is a member of the Division of Psychology of Cornell University.
During the war he served as a naval officer instructing trainee officers and aboard an
aircraft carrier. His major field of interest is personnel administration. He
believes that general psychological principles and techniques can be adapted to the
problems of correctional administration. This paper is an attempt to adapt such
principles and techniques to the selection of correctional officers.-EDrrop.
In the selection of the prison guard a critical question imme-
diately presents itself: What is a "good" guard-a naive query
at first glance, but sophisticated enough upon inspection. Be-
fore any effective program of selection can be set up this
question must have an approximate answer.
The "good" guard is defined variously by the warden, the
educational director, and the industrial director, as well as the
lay public. To the warden the "good" guard is the good "jail
man", who can take a group of inmates outside and bring all
back; he is courageous; he is a leader by force of personality
and "guts". To the educational director he is one who under-
stands human nature and the principles of motivation; he is
the "good-influence", understanding, and versed in the tools of
tuition. To the industrial director the good guard is the
mechanic who knows his trade and can relay his knowledge to
the inmate and maintain production. The public's definition
probably iniludes reforming, punishing, and keeping the pris-
oner locked up.
That this is not an academic problem was emphasized recently
in an appeal by 400 Criminal Hospital Attendants in New York
State to be reclassified Prison Guards.' The appeal claimed the
two jobs were essentially the same-the detention and custody
of criminals. Significantly, the State Classification Board de-
clined the appeal on the grounds that the job of Prison Guard
differs from that of Criminal Hospital Attendant in that guards
"must by previous experience and training be equipped to assist
by education, example and advice, in the rehabilitation and in
the readjustment of social attitudes of prisoners who need not
overcome mental illness." An editorialist2 declared that the
difference in function of the two jobs was based more on theory
than on fact and that the rehabilitative duties ascribed to the
guards were effected by teachers, not guards.
1 "Civil Service Leader" Vol. 7 No. 33. April 30, 1946, New York City.
2 Ibid.
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The ambiguity as to the function of the guard is further
reflected in State Civil Service announcements; some states
make no mention of the guard's rehabilitative function; others,
while silent in this regard, include questions in their selection
examinations which indicate this function as one of the duties
expected. The Federal Bureau of Prisons is perhaps most
explicit and states clearly that along with the custodial and
supervisory duties the guard will "assist with the work of
rehabilitative agencies organized for instructional training, dis-
cipline and instruction of inmates."
This confusion as to the function of the guard is often re-
ferred to society, and the statement made that until society itself
can make up its mind what it expects of the prison, little can
be accomplished. Some criminologists speak of "the protection
of society" as the purpose of prison and expand this explana-
tion to include some form of non-physical punishment and
reformationY Some writers declare that the intent of the law
clearly expresses one motive for imprisonment: societal re-
venge.4 If this be the purpose, the more confused and hap-
hazard the administration, the more effective the penology.
Several writers believe that until classification procedures
are more scientific, the prison can have small curative value.
Lindner points out that many "criminals" have no need of re-
habilitation, that their unlawful acts do not involve a personality
malfunction, and that the true "criminotic" has a serious per-
sonality disorder which can be treated only by professionally
trained persons. He avers that to "treat" those who need no
treatment in the same fashion as those who are personality
deviants of the most serious type is so much nonsense. 5 Wilson
and Pescor similarly believe that '"prisons" should be only for
those "criminals" who are dangerous to themselves and others.
6
Recognizing the imprint of societal attitudes and the need for
adequate classification procedures, a residual responsibility
remains for penal administrators: influencing the public to
understand the purpose and problems of the prison. The fact
that the purpose of imprisonment is "vague in the mind of the
public allows the administrator a certain latitude of action; and
this action, if properly carried out and properly publicized can
act for the education of the public.
3 For a representative statement see Gill, H.B. Prison Officer Training. U. S.
Office of Education. Misc. 2309. 1940. p. 10.
4A forceful statement of this idea: Waite, John B., "Revenge Costs Too
Much" Harpers Magazine, May 1946, pp. 466-472.
5 Lindner, Robert. Stone Walls and Men, The Odyssey Press. New York, 1946.




The perfectionistic notion that the present penal structure be
uprooted and discarded is not likely to come as a radical change
but will probably be introduced gradually as a result of altered
attitudes-these attitudes may be changed by careful, factual
propaganda. It is not happenstance that 39 states have some
form of indeterminate sentence. One of the first steps which
penal administration can make in this direction is to insist that
appropriate methods and standards be employed in the selection
of penal personnel.
It is to be recognized that where selection of prison personnel
by civil service methods obtain, the standards and methods of
selection are largely controlled by a civil service board, often
separate from the agencies for which the personnel are to be
employed.7 These boards, however, generally consider the qual-
ifications for personnel suggested by penal administrators and
often collaborate with the administrators to devise tests for
purposes of selection.
Salaries, established by state legislators often prove critical
in a selection program; and while an attractive wage plan can
never in itself secure the most qualified employees, a poor wage
plan can subvert an otherwise effective program. In many
states salary plans cripple any attempt at scientific selection.
It is true also that given an attractive wage plan, a selection
program will not succeed unless positive recruitment is carried
on. Posting announcements of employment opportunities in
public buildings is, at best, a form of passive recruitment. Paid
newspaper advertisements stating the desired qualifications,
radio advertisements, descriptive pamphlets and even short
movies sent to schools and military separation centers, and
more frequent examinations held at places convenient to appli-
cants may prove effective in securing desirable candidates.8
One aim of recruitment is to interest a great many more candi-
dates than can be employed and so to have a large selection
ratio.9
Emphasizing the role of the guard as an agent of rehabilita-
tion and less as a jailer would interest a different type of ap-
7 Where selection is not controlled by civil service or its equivalent, selection
methods are so unsystematic and subjective that any gain to the administrator by
being able to select his personnel is usually negated by his lack of knowledge of
selection methods and by political factors.
8 On this subject see White, Leonard D., Introduction to the Study of Public
Administration, macMillan, New York, 1939, Chap. XX.
9 In "normal'' times a large selection ratio has obtained in the states offering
higher wages, e.g., according to W. M. Wallack in a paper presented to the A.P.A.,
New York State in 1936 had 4,666 applicants for 430 jobs. In 1940 New Jersey
had 1,072 applicants and hired but 25. (Quoted in New Jersey Civil Service Pub.
lication, 1941.)
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plicant. Such jobs as public school teacher, social worker, min-
ister, and nurse, do not depend primarily upon a monetary
appeal to secure recruits, but upon an appeal to the social serv-
ice urge. It would be interesting to enlist as guards some of
the several thousand conscientious objectors who were inmates
of the Federal Penal System, or who served as attendants in
mental hospitals. Some are well educated, reasonable men.
They might prove ineffectual in the present penal structure,
particularly in maximum security prisons where admittedly the
guards' most important function is the custody and detention
of inmates-on the other hand, they might prove invaluable in
minimum security correctional institutions where the emphasis
is supposedly rehabilitation.
The purpose of prison is to protect society by segregating
those who are known to have committed dangerous antisocial
acts, to attempt where possible to understand and re-direct the
causes of that antisocial behavior, and in cases in which our
present knowledge and psychological skills are inadequate or
the antisocial determinants unchangeable, to segregate contin-
uously, satisfying as many of the basic needs of the individual
as is prudent, and requiring of the individual productive activity
in quantity to recompense the state for his expense.
This requires personnel with certain prerequisite personality
traits and intellectual abilities. Recruitment, selection, and
placement of these personnel requires organization and re-
search.
A recent survey of the methods of selecting the bulk of penal
personnel, variously called prison guards, correctional officers,
custodial officers and- similar titles presents some interesting
facts and may suggest a more complete program of selection.
Survey of Methods of Selection of Prison Guards
In 1941 selection of prison guards by civil service or other
- merit systems obtained in ten states: Connecticut, Colorado,
New York, Ohio, Illinois, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan,
New Jersey, and Wisconsin.' °
In the survey, made possible by James M. Mitchell of the Civil
Service Assembly of the United States and Canada and the
various directors of state civil service bureaus, it was found
that eighteen states now have made some provision for selecting
prison officers by some form of merit system, the eight in addi-
10 Elinger, J. H. "Prison Officers' Training Programs" Prison World. Quoted
in Barnes, H. E. and Teeters, N.K. New Horizons in Criminology, Prentice Hall,
New York, 1944, p. 658.
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tion to those listed by Klinger being California, Oregon, Kansas,
Alabama, Indiana, Louisiana, Minnesota and Virginia.1
Several of the states have not yet instituted competitive ex-
aminations for prison guards though plans are being made for
such a procedure. The State of Virginia Personnel Act pro-
vides that all employees shall be selected on a merit basis, but
partly because of the necessity to take almost all applicants,
formal examinations have not been developed.12 Colorado is
awaiting a job reclassification study before proceeding with test
development, and Louisiana, though it has developed tests for
foremen, has done nothing as yet about prison officers. The
Oregon State Civil Service Commission is in the beginning
stages of operations and has not completed classifying prison
jobs. Ohio has in the past included a written test as a part of
the examination but now bases the applicant's grade upon his
training, experience, a personal interview, and a physical ex-
amination. Maine and Tennessee, though they have personnel
services performed by a state wide system, do not cover the
position Prison Guard; Maine considers it in the non-competi-
tive group.
11 The status of Rhode Island is not known because of the failure of Director
Cushman to reply to requests for information.
12 Each state agency in Virginia has the right to select its own employees and
to be the judge of the tests which should be given.
STATES HAVING STATE WIDE PERSONNEL SERVICES AND CHARACTER OF WRITTEN EXAMJ-
INATION WHERE USED IN SELECTION OF PRISON GUARDS, LOWEST GRADE
STATE
ALABAmA-120 true-false and multiple-choice items covering:
(1) Use and care of firearms.
(2) Ability to follow oral and written instructions.
(3) Knowledge of methods of handling men.
CALIFORNIA-Test is primarily of the objective true-false or multiple-choice type and
includes items on:
(1) Knowledge of modern penal practices, of the laws of arrest, of first aid,
and of the use and care of small firearms.
(2) Familiarity with the purposes and methods of discipline as applied to
persons under restraint.
(3) Ability to remember names and faces.
(4) Ability to make simple arithmetic computations.
(5) Ability to follow directions.
cOLORADO-Are awaiting reclassification procedure.
CONNECTICUT--' 'Multiple-choice questions designed to test the intelligence and the
understanding of the applicant."
ILLINOIS-Use 100 questions of true-false and multiple-choice type. The questions
cover, handling and treatment of inmates, use of weapons and prison equipment,
housekeeping habits, prison terms, safety measures, recreation, first aid, and simple
arithmetic.
INDIANA-105 items, objective true-false and multiple-choice test. Covers:
(1) Reading comprehension.
(2) Knowledge of guard work and penal terms.
(3) Knowledge of good supervisory practice.
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KANSAS-
(1) Test of observation and memory: Front view pictures and descriptions of 6
men taken from police files presented for 8 minutes, are later matched with
9 side-view pictures and recall of certain parts of the descriptions tested.
(2) 45 items on firearms, first aid, penal terminology and "common sense"
information.
(3) 30 true-false and 15 multiple-choice items on methods of handling people.
(Could be answered without penal training and experience.)
(4) Reading comprehension-reasoning test consisting of answering questions
about a seven column table of data concerning 25 inmates.
(5) Picture identification of 12 pieces of equipment used in prison, e.g., gas
gun, billy, gas grenade; and questions on care and use of firearms.
LOUISIANA-Have developed tests for Prison Foreman (production supervisors) but
have not yet developed tests for Prison Guard Officers.
MAINE--Considered in the non-competitive group of jobs.
mARYLAND--Consists mainly of multiple-choice, true-false, and completion questions
and covers:
(1) General penal and correctional terms.
(2) Practices and procedures on the lowest level.
MASSACHUSETTS-Two hour multiple-choice test including items on practical judg-
ment, common knowledge of criminology and state penal practice, supervisory
practice, attitude toward certain areas of criminology.
MICHIGAN-Standard intelligence test and an employment test designed to test:
(1) Elementary knowledge of prison practices and terms.
(2) Attitudes towards inmates.
(3) Knowledge of the causes of anti-social behavior.
(4) Knowledge of first aid.
(5) Ability to command the respect and obedience of inmates.
(6) Keep records, make reports, spell correctly, follow written directions and
perform simple arithmetic computations.
MINNESOTA-
1. Section on prison terms and practices.
2. Section on firearms.
3. Section designed to test judgment in handling various problems in inmate
control.
NEW JERSnY-Includes a test of intelligence and an objective employment exam-
ination designed to test general information, judgment, and reading compre-
hension.
NEW YORK-
1. Observation test in which applicant answers questions concerning details of a
picture after having looked at it a specified length of time.
2. Reading comprehension.
3. Knowledge of social information, penology, terms used in court or criminal
procedures.
4. Test of ability to react to certain specified situations.
oHio-Have included written tests as a part of examination in the past, but com-
monly base applicants' grade upon his training and experience, and a personal
interview.
OREGON--Oregon State Civil Service Commission in its beginning stages of operations
and will develop tests following classification procedures.
RHODE iSLA -- Information not available.
TENNESSEE-Position not covered by Tennessee Civil Service.
VIRGINIA-NO formal competitive examinations constructed. Each state agency has
the right to select its own employees and to be the judge of the test which should
be used.
WISCONSIN-Written examination constructed to test general intelligence, knowledge
of first aid, use of firearms, and elementary knowledge of crimes, misdemeanors,
court procedure, probation and parole.
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Intelligence and Employment Tests
It will be noted from the table that only two states, Michigan
and New Jersey, regularly use a standardized mental test in
selecting guards.' 3 This appears strange since mental testing
of inmates is well established and certainly the administrator
should know the capacities and limitations of his officers as well
as he does the inmates. The Wonderlic Personnel Test, requir-
ing but about 15 minutes to administer and easily scored, can
give the administrator the approximate mental level of the can-
didates and present employees.
Employment tests may offer a valid substitute for more formal
intelligence tests. Hubbard 14 found that objective employment
tests used for selecting guards correlated about .70 to .80 with
the Army Alpha test and believed they offered greater appeal
because of use and duties terminology.
The use of duties terminology in selection examinations is of
dubious value, however, because it makes for selection of those
who have been exposed to such terminology and excludes men
of equal ability who have not been so exposed. Exposure to
such terminology may be entirely fortuitous.
Whatever the test employed, it is almost worthless unless
studies of its validity are made-studies which compare test
scores with job performance and determine whether high scores
predict 'good' performance, low scores poor performance. Such
studies are not simple; for the common criterion of 'good job
performance' are ratings made by superiors, notably unreli-
able.15 Reliability of rating is increased by combining ratings
of several superiors who have observed the ratee. Having ex-
inmates recently released rate their former guards as to their
effectiveness in such critical areas as respect commanded, self
control, and manner of behavior towards inmates might be
worth an experiment.
The present large numbers of graduate students in Sociology
and Psychology who are looking for topics for doctoral disser-
tations provide an opportunity for the development and valida-
tion of employment and intelligence tests. Prison officials and
civil service executives might suggest to nearby universities the
desirability of such studies.
13 Colorado used the Otis Mental Test in selecting a superintendent of their
Boy's Industrial School.
14 Hubbard, Henry Furness, A Study of Objective Employment Tests in the New
Jersey Civil Service. George Washington University doctoral dissertation, 1934.
15 For a discussion of merit rating, see Tiffin, J., Industrial Psychology, "Indus-
trial Merit Rating," Prentice-Hall, New York, 1944.
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The content of employment tests could cover questions deal-
ing with the applicant's knowledge of the motivation of behavior
as well as knowledge of the more common custodial and super-
visory practices. An excellent type of question is the multiple-
choice kind which presents the applicant with a problem situa-
tion and calls for a proper solution. The examination given in
1943 by the State of Massachusetts Civil Service for the position
of correction officer included a few questions of this nature. An
example of this was the question:
"A prisoner who repeatedly claims to be unable to work because of illness
should: (1) be examined by a physician and by a psychiatrist; (2) be placed in
solitary confinement until he changes his attitude; (3) be allowed to remain idle
inasmuch as there is hardly enough employment to occupy the time of other inmates;
(4) be reported at once to the Parole Board."
This type of question could be extended to include questions
concerning motivation:
"If an inmate continually talks during a formation at which talking is for-
bidden, (1) he may be talking merely as a means of seeking attention; (2) he may
be expressing his resentment towards the officer; (3) he may be unaware of his
behavior; (4) he may be affected mentally."
An applicant aware of motivational factors would check all four
responses.
In the development of this type of test the researcher would
do well to consult leading criminologists and psychologists for
suggestions. The methodology used by File in developing his
test to measure supervisory quality offers valuable cues.
1 6
The concept of intelligence is becoming more exact and the
methods of testing more rigorous as experimental work pro-
ceeds. Recently L. L. Thurstone, probably the leading authority
in the field of mental testing, posited twelve factors comprising
the concept intelligence and urged the use of a profile on which
the scores of each of the factors of intelligence be plotted
graphically, rather than use a single index of mental age or
intelligence quotient. "A glance at such a profile shows whether
a man is generally gifted in one or two primary factors, or
whether he has some conspicuous limitations." 1 7 A doctoral
study of the requirements of the job of prison guard might be
able to identify the prerequisite factors necessary for good per-
formance and devise and validate tests for testing these factors.
The need for rigorous validation studies of mental and em-
ployment tests in some cases has been partially avoided. The
16 File, Q. W. The Measurement of Supervisory Quality in Industry. Purdue
University doctoral dissertation, June 1944. The Test "Hfow Supervise" can be
obtained from the Psychological Corporation, New York.
17Thurstone, L. L. The Scientific Monthly. February, 1946. pp. 101-112.
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States of Kansas, Michigan, New York, Illinois, and New Jersey
incorporate a probationary period in their selection procedures
during which undesirable candidates are dismissed. New Jer-
sey' 8 and Michigan have an excellent opportunity for observing
their guard candidates during a special training period pro-
vided most candidates, end New York,19 has in the past, done
likewise. The Federal Correctional System provides an inten-
sive, extended in-service training program, which, according to
Rosenberger, indoctrinates their candidates in most phases of
the Federal System, and with the aid of performance tests
places the candidate in a job appropriate to demonstrated abili-
ties and interests. °
Probationary and in-service periods unless they are used as
a part of a criterion for determining the validity for tests of
careful initial selection do not avoid the hiring of personnel
who will later be released because of inaptitude. While in-
training and performance tests are a great aid in placement and
result in greater efficiency, they cannot entirely replace adequate
initial selection procedures.
Interest Inventories
As far as the writer has discovered there have been no
attempts to investigate guard candidates' interests other than
by interview. The use of interest inventories has proved to be
of great value in placing veterans in appropriate training
courses and employment and generally helpful in guidance
work. If 'ideal' patterns of interest for Prison Guards could
be found for the more common interest inventories such as the
Kuder Preference Record 2' or the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank for Men,22 they could be used in selection, and more im-
portantly, in placement of candidates. Probably Kuder or
Strong would cooperate in the development of 'norms' for
Prison Guard. An 'ideal' pattern of interests of a cell officer,
based on surmise and not on experimental evidence is presented
below (p. 23). It should be noted that interest inventories are
not designed to give scores which can be used as precise pre-
18 "Selection and Training of Prison and Reformatpry Officers in New Jersey",
a mimeographed form issued by the New Jersey Civil Service Commission, May 19,
1941.
19 Wallack, W. M. "Training Prison Guards", American Prison Association Pro-
ceedings, 1938. pp. 168-177.
20Rosenberger, H. T. "In-Service Training for the Federal Prison System"
School Life. Nov. 1945, pp. 29-31.
21 Published by Science Research Associates, 1700 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, Illi-
nois. It is readily scored by hand.
22Published by the Stanford University Press.
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dictions, but only present trends of interests which are signifi-
cant when used as a part of a -battery of tests.
Appendix I
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Roy M. Frost of the Kansas Industrial Reformatory is co-
operating in developing interest pattern norms for correctional
officers which should be published in the near future.
Education and Experience As Prerequisites.
No states nor the Federal system require high school educa-
tion as a prerequisite for selection to the office of Prison Guard.
The State of California requires the "equivalent to completion
of the twelfth grade "-but adds the qualification "additional
qualifying experience may be substituted for a maximum of six
years of this educational requirement on the basis of one year
of experience to one year of education." Michigan states that
the completion of eight grades is desirable but not essential;
Maryland and Illnois require eight grades or their equivalent,
Maryland stating that high school education is desirable. Sev-
eral states have no specific educational requirements but usually
specify three to six years of supervisory experience as pre-
requisite.
The State of Kansas is an example of a state which sets no
minimum educational requirements but -which does assign a
D.E. LUNDBERG
weighted score for each year of school completed beyond the
third grade. We show below the- form used by the Department
of Civil Service of Kansas in rating candidates' training and
experience qualifications. Experience is rated both for rele-
vancy and recency. "A" relevancy credit is given for experience
as a prison guard, as a hospital attendant or as a prison in-
structor. The number of months' experience of an applicant in
C.S. 136
State of Kansas
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE
Training and Experience
Standard Bating Scale
(3 recency; 3 relevance)
Name (KEY) Date (January, 1944 exam.)
Examination PRISON GUARD Identification 0.
Education
Grammar High College
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 6
14 19 24 29.5 35 40 45 49.5 54 59 64 64 64 64 64
Education Rating ...............................
Experience
Exp. 5 Years 5 Years 5 Years
Prison Guard
A: .......... months .......... months .......... months Hospital Attdt.
Prison Instructor
M factor 0.5 0.3 0.2
Rating .......... . .......... ..........
Military Service
B: .......... months .......... months .......... months Guidance Work
Teaching
M factor 0.3 0.2 0.1
Rating .......... .......... ..........
C: ......... months ......... months ......... months Policeman andFireman
M factor 0.2 0.1 0.05 Salesman
Foreman
Rating .......... .......... .......... Mechanic
Experience Rating .................
Rated by ..................... Total Final Rating ................
Checked by ................... Percentage Equiv ..................
any job is plotted for relevancy and recency, top credit going to
"A" experience in the past five years.
Education and experience scores are totaled to make the
applicant's training and experience rating, which counts 20%
[Vol. 38
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of the total score; a written test counting 60% and an interview
20% complete the score.
In the last examination for Prison Guard given by the Civil
Service Department of Kansas, applicants were required to
make a passing rating on the written test. in order to receive
consideration on the other parts of the examination. In two
previous examinations, however, applicants were required only
to make a final passing rating. It is easy to see that in using
only a total score applicants who scored zero on a particular
item could still receive a passing mark and be employed. For
example, an applicant could conceivably have an entirely un-
suitable personality and yet receive a passing mark making
him eligible for employment. Presumably this would not cause
serious repercussions in the Kansas system, since during the
six months probationary period such deficiencies would be noted
and the candidate released. The use of a profile chart would
probably eliminate the possibility of such occurrence because
it obviates strict adherence to a total score method.
The Department of State Employment and Registration of
Maryland has also developed a training and experience rating
scale which is worth noting. On the basis of ten, a weight of
three is assigned education, three to experience, and four to the
written test. The minimum passing score for the written exam-
ination as fixed by law is 60. Each candidate who attains 60 or
more is then given additional ratings.
It will be noticed that Maryland differentiates in selection be-
tween supervisory and non-supervisory jobs. This would appear
to be highly desirable. Instead of 'depending upon a proba-
tionary period or in-service training to serve as a means of
placement, a definite plan is followed from the outset. Unless
facilities and time are available to indoctrinate 'candidates in
all phases of guard work, it would seem that much time and
expense could be saved by giving each group of candidates,
supervisory or non-supervisory, specialized training. The em-
phasis on differentiation between these groups is also desirable
in that more applicants can be accepted. Persons not meeting
the qualifications for supervisory guard duties may well meet
those of the non-supervisory positions. In periods when there
are few applications this factor becomes increasingly important.
It may be that ex-school teachers, high school coaches, physical
instructors, missionaries and other public service workers do
not apply for the job of Prison Guard, but it is remarkable that
in the rating scales noted they are given such little considera-
1947]
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RATING SCALE FOR GUARD
Used by the Department of State Employment and Registration,
State of Maryland
EDUCATION EXPERIENCE
Completion of 7th grade ........... 72.5
Completion of 8th grade ........... 75









Trades, stenographic, or vocational train-




Practical nursing or frst aid (if
complete) ................ 3
No experience, begin ................ 70
Group I
Supervisory Non-Supervisory
1 year ........ 10 .... 6






















large business not fac-
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Group II (Subject to
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Military or merchant ma-







Clerk (business for self)
tion. In the Kansas scale persons who have been teachers or
in guidance receive less credit than do hospital attendants. The
Maryland scale makes no mention of such jobs. If a primary
function of the Guard is rehabilitation of inmates, it would
appear that the rating scales do not give proper weight to that
function.
The two scales presented are at variance in the weights as-
signed to the various occupations. A foreman of a large busi-
ness applying for the position Prison Guard in Kansas, would
receive the lowest rating for training and experience; for a
similar job in Maryland, the highest rating; Policemen and
firemen applying in Kansas would be rated in gro-up III; in
Mfaryland in group II. It can be assumed that where formal





In states which do not select correctional personnel by civil
servic6 methods, it is probably safe to assume that some sort
of personality rating, formal or informal, constitutes a part
of the selection program. Strangely enough, several states hav-
ing civil service control make no provision for the personal
interview. Some probably believe that more objective methods
are preferable, others that more accurate information can be
had by indirect investigation; others make provisions for either
holding an interview of not holding it, and weight their exam-
inations accordingly. In New York State, for example, no oral
examination is given for the lower grade guard positions, train-
ing and experience being rated from statements given in the
applications. 23 The State of Michigan makes provision for an
oral interview and,.when given, assigns it a weight of 20% of
the total score; when not given, the weight usually given to the
oral interview is added to the weight of the practical written
test, which then has a weight of 60%. Connecticut has an ar-
rangement in which experience and training is weighted 4, a
written test 3, and an oral test 3. The rating of 4 is always
assigned to experience and training, but either the written or the
oral test may be omitted and its weight added to the remaining
test. On the basis of 10, California assigns a weight of 4 to a
"qualifications appraisal" which includes a rating of education,
experience, "personal traits and fitness, including willingness
to work at night and to report for duty at any time emergencies
arise, sympathetic understanding of inmates' integrity, courage,
alertness, and good judgment." Candidates must pass this
appraisal with a score of at least 70%. The appraisal is made
either by personal interview or by evaluation of the statements
on the application, supplemented by investigation of the em-
ployment record and character of the applicant.
The use of standard rating forms in the personal interview
is becoming widespread in civil service jurisdictions. While
they do not eliminate the "halo effect", the tendency of an ap-
praiser to rate all traits of an individual on the basis of some
particular trait(s),, they do make for a more complete and
reliable analysis of p6rsonality.
The Indiana 'State Personnel Division has a well designed
rating form which attempts to increase the reliability of its use
by clearly defining each trait to be rated. It has, also, a good
"work knowledge" rating form.2
23 oral examinations, however, have been given in the past.
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STATE OF KANSAS RATING FORM FOR PRISON GUARD
Interview Rating Form for Prison Guard
Name of Candidate: Address:
Date of Interview: Place of Interview: Interviewer:
Instructions: Indicate your judgment by checking (,q ) the response which best
expresses your evaluation. A blank space below each trait to be rated makes it pos-
sible to add pertinent remarks which are especially helpful if the candidate is unusu-
ally weak or strong in a trait.
1. Personality: Will the candidate work well with other employees, at the same time
maintaining authority with the inmates?
Not Inclined to be Average Probably Very coopera-
satisfactory too friendly, satisfactory tive.
Might not Would main-
work well tain authority
with others
Remarks:
2. Emotional Control: Do you think that the candidate would appear unafraid, and
retain command of any unusual situation?
Nervous, short- Thoughtless, Average Emotionally Appears to
tempered slightly stable have complete
nervous self-control
Remarks:
3. Alertness: Does the candidate seem to be observant, and quick in his responses?
Not satisfac- Slow to Average Seems to Very keen,
tory for this respond respond to unusual





4. Physical Appearance: Is the candidate physically able to do the work required
by this position?
Too old or Probably not Average Physically fit Very able
physically unfit able to stand and able to do physically





5. Attitude toward the Position: Do you think that the candidate has a desirable
attitude toward this position?





Both Indiana and Kansas assign weights to the various traits
rated and sum these to make a total score. This does not appear
advisable. For example, a candidate checked on scale eight as
5, arrogant and condescending, would probably be totally unfit
to perform supervisory duties of prison officer-yet he could
by the total score method receive a passing mark and be hired.
Assigning a total score on a personality rating scale is based
on a false premise that the individual items in the rating are
interchangeable. By leaving the ratings in profile form, each
item may be seen in its proper relation and a candidate's weak-
ness and strong points emphasized.2 5
A weakness of the scales noted above lies in the fact that they
are designed primarily to measure those qualities which make
for good custodial performance rather than qualities which
make for clinical understanding and education of the inmate.
The scales appear to emphasize the qualities of foreman or
military petty officers to the exclusion of factors which could
make for a change of attitude in the inmate.
Interviewing Procedure and Board Personnel
The State of Michigan provides an Interviewing Board which
includes a representative of the prison staff from the institution
for which the selection is being made, a representative of the
Michigan State Police, a representative of the Department of
Corrections, and one from the Michigan State Civil Service
Board. If the majority of the interviewers mark the candidate
suitable for the position, he is considered as passing. In the
event the majority of the Board rate a candidate unsuitable, he
is recorded as having been unsuccessful in the interview and he
is not considered further in the examination process. The oral
interview is granted only after a candidate has passed a written
test consisting of two parts, a standard intelligence test and an
employment test. By using a majority opinion the Interview-
ing Board partially avoids the 'halo effect' and increases the
reliability of rating.
Two interviews are usually given under the Kansas system
of selection, one "to measure personality and other factors that
cannot be measured by the written test or by the training and
experience rating" and an "employment interview which may
be given by the officials of the penitentiary or reformatory to
persons certified from our eligible lists." The first is given by
members of the civil service technical staff or by examination
25 For an example of a profile, see p. 23.
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monitors, who are high school or junior college teachers or
administrators.
The California State Personnel Board employs a three-man
board consisting of a chairman, a member of the Personnel
Board staff, a member of the Department of Corrections, and
a third individual not in state service "who is well qualified in
the field of penology." For the entry position of Guard I, The
Minnesota Civil Service department uses an interviewing board
consisting of one of the wardens of the state correctional insti-
tutions and a member of the civil service staff. In rating higher
guard positions, an additional member, the District Director of
the United States Secret Service, is added. The membership
of the Michigan Interviewing Board includes representatives
from the Department of Corrections, the prison staff for which
the selection is being made, the Michigan Civil Service Commis-
sion, and the Michigan State Police.
Representing both the Civil Service Commission and the
institution at which candidates may be employed appears sound,
since theoretically the Commission's representative would have
a somewhat academic viewpoint, the institution representative
the practical standpoint peculiar to his institution. The prac-
tice of using law enforcement officers would also appear advis-
able, but only if these officers were known to be progressive ad-
ministrative and penological thinkers. The practice of having
high school and junior college teachers and administrators rate
applicants as is done in Kansas might be inappropriate, unless
these 'monitors' have more than the usual academic interest in
penology.
Physical Requirements
Physical standards vary considerably among the states using
civil service selection, and it would be expected to vary even
more among those without state personnel control. Several
states require the registration of finger prints. One state re-
quires a stringent physical performance test; many state mini-
mum height and weight standards. The states which have com-
pulsory guard training schools have an added opportunity for
observing physical fitness. Massachusetts and Maryland state
5 feet 7 inches as a minimum height standard, Wisconsin speci-
fies 5 feet 9 inches, and allows one inch tolerance, Connecticut
sets a minimum of 5 feet 9 inches and an upper limit of 6 feet
3 inches; Maryland designates 5 feet 8 inches.
Weight is usually required to meet standards of proportion
to height; Massachusetts sets a minimum at 135 lbs., Connecti-
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cut and Illinois at 150; Wisconsin at 160 lbs., with 10 lbs. toler-
ance. Connecticut has an upper limit of 210 lbs.
The State of Massachusetts Civil Service requires all appli-
cants for the position of correctional officer to pass strength
tests similar to those passed by applicants for city policemen
and firemen. The applicant is required to take tests which
include rope climbing, weight lifting, the standing broad jump,
and the erection of a ladder and removal of a 125 lb. dummy
from a platform 15 feet 6 inches in height. To pass, a candi-
date must have an overall average of 70%.
It is to be recognized that certain positions in a penal system
require personnel who can pass a rigorous physical test such
as given by Massachusetts; there are many positions, however,
which do not require these standards. Maryland's practice of
selecting personnel for supervisory and non-supervisory posi-
tions would appear as one method for differentiating physical
requirements. Another method might be to set up different
physical standards for the different types of institutions, max-
imum, medium, or minimum security.
Rigorous physical standards probably eliminate many per-
sonnel who would make excellent supervisory officers, and, what
is more important, those less qualified physically may have a
tendency to be more satisfied with their jobs than the robust.
Many disabled veterans with supervisory experience could easily
perform certain jobs in correctional institutions, and especially
in those institutions in which the necessity for force is less
needed. If such a program were instituted, it would require
wide advertisement in order to reach those who because of their
disabilities would otherwise never consider penal work. It
would seem that force of personality in many cases would be
more important than physical strength. It is true that generally
people are more inclined to follow large, physically fit individ-
uals, but in penal life where personal contact is continuous, per-
sonality characteristics probably assume greater importance
than physical characteristics.
Age Requirements
During the war age requirements in states which were in
especial need of recruits underwent a radical change. Illinois,
for example, in 1941 designated an age range of 25 to 45 years;
in 1942 this was changed to 28 to 60 years. In 1943 the lower
age limit was dropped to 25 years, and in 1944 it was extended
to include the age range, 21 to 65 years.
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Massachusetts sets the age range at 22 to 40; Maryland 26
to 45; Connecticut, 23 to 34; Wisconsin, 25 to 50. The Federal
System lets a lower limit at 21 years and specifies no upper
age limit. Some of the states specify no age limits, but in re-
quiring certain experience factors, accomplish the same results.
It would be interesting to study the effectiveness of those
Guards who have been introduced into the penal system at a
late age. It may well be that as agents of rehabilitation they
excel the younger men. If the commonly accepted notion that
age and experience is correlated with wisdom is true, the older
men should be more desirable, and if a system is particularly
stultifying to its personnel such men would be less affected
by the system. At any rate, an experimental study should be
fruitful provided adequate 'criteria of effectiveness' were
set up.
Walter C. Reckless, in a paper written for presentation to
the American Prison Association 26 advocated the use of interns
training and preparing penal personnel for their jobs. If such
training were offered, or better still, a year's course at one of
the Universities 27 emphasizing personnel psychology, abnormal
psychology, criminology, and sociology, the lower age limit
could be reduced to 20 years, or possibly 19. Under the George
Deen Act of 1936, these internships or. special college courses
could be financed jointly by the State and Federal governments.
Young men especially trained would acquire a professional
interest in their jobs, and extension courses in psychology and
related fields plus periodic seniinars could do a great deal in
stabilizing and up-grading prison employees. The prisons which
are recently being more severely criticized than ever before
could meet the challenge set by their derogators by training at
least a large part of their staffs by methods suggested.
Those personnel who are untrained but entrenched in the
various systems could be reached by a staff of full time spe-
cialists in penal administration who could be paid jointly by
the states and the Federal government. These specialists could
conduct extension courses and seminars in several states, pro-
vided each institution would set aside a month to be devoted
to seminars in appropriate subjects. A few highly trained
professional specialists could thus serve several states and
upgrade hundreds of officers in the course of a year.
The problem caused by granting preference in civil service
26 American Prison Association Proceedings, 1943.
27 There are at least three Universities which could offer such a special course of
training: Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio.
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rating to war veterans, could also be alleviated by upgrading
them in this manner, or, if all candidates were required to pass
a special training course in college, those veterans who are
patently unfit could be released or assigned jobs consistent with
their abilities.
Parenthetically the State of New Jersey which introduced
the merit system for the recruitment and selection of prison
officers in 1908, has had excellent results in its training program
and lists the following as values resulting from the school:
"1. Pre-job training of this nature affords the authorities an oppor-
tunity to study the candidates at close range, learn their weaknesses,
and evaluate their probable job efficiency. Men can be selected for
particular jobs and undesirables weeded out before appointment to a
permanent position. 2. The candidates become familiar with the work
they are to do, the problems that are presented, and the techniques of
administration. They acquire knowledge of definite value that can be
used on the job. 3. The training leaves the selected candidate with a
proper moral and psychological approach to the penal problem and his
particular part of it. 4. The time and energy of busy institutional
officials are saved once the trainee gets on the job. Personnel problems
are reduced and the new employee is of value as soon as he is appointed
to a position in the institution. 5. Older employees are challenged
to do a more credible job when they are placed in competition with
well trained men, and the general level of job-performance is conse-
quently bettered."28
The above values would appear to make the training school
a needed adjunct to a penal system. A more complete course
conducted on the college level should prove a necessary prep-
aration.
Payment Policies and Recruitment
Any attempt to recruit a high type of personnel is of course
doomed to failure if salaries inadequate to support a family
are offered. Until shortly before 1942 salaries in the Alabama
correction system ranged from $40 to $50 per month. 9 Few
persons, no matter how high their urge to do social service
would consider such a wage.
In the states which have statewide civil service, however,
the salaries are considerably higher. Following the pattern of
the Federal system which pays $2482 (includes overtime pay),
the States of New York, Michigan, California, and Illinois all
provide an entry wage of $2000 per annum or more. The entry
wage of Massachusetts, Maryland, and Connecticut is lower,
28 "Selection and Training of Prison and Reformatory Officers in New Jersey."
State of New Jersey Civil Service Commission, May 19, 1941. pp. 8-9.
29 Moos, M. 0. State -Penal Administration in Alabama, Bureau of Public Ad-
ministration, University of Alabama, 1942. p. 17.
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but the upper pay grade of their salary range is also more
than $2000.30
These salaries, comparatively high for the qualifications re-
quired, are partially occasioned by inflation and the scarcity
of recruits. It is interesting to note the rise in entry salary
per month offered by Illinois for the position of Guard during
the war years: 1941-$100 -with maintenance; 1942-$109.25
with maintenance; 1943-$120 with maintenance; and in 1945,
though maintenance is not included, $169 per month.
When States include regular pay increments for five years,
opportunities for advancement to higher grades, pensions, va-
cations, and sick pay-for which some states have provided,
increasing the pay, would not appear to be very important
as an added inducement to promote interest in the work or
to secure more applicants, Other factors, however, in many
states counteract the pay inducement. Moreover the salary
schedules noted are those of states known to be progressive
as regards civil service-the others pay much less and tend to
consider the guard much less professionally. Guards have tra-
ditionally been asked to work tvelve or more hours per day,
to live in the institution, to be on call at all times and, in short,
have been subjected to treatment which tends to make them
as institutionalized as the inmates, and in many prisons where
repressive measures set the tone of 'rehabilitation' there is
real danger for the guard.31 In many states guards are de-
cidedly a submerged social group. Only recently have a few
states, following the policy of the Federal System set 8 hours
as the working day for guards. Each institution presents a
unique complex of factors which must be considered in deter-
mining payment plans, and until hours, confinement imposed,
danger involved, and the other factors are accounted for, salary
schedules have little meaning.
If, however, the conditions of prison work were made more
comparable to non-institutional positions and provisions made
for pensions, vacations, sick leave, accident insurance, and the
eight hour day, it is the writer's opinion that the salary sched-
ules paid by the better systems would be sufficient to attract
and hold capable persons.
Conclusions
1. Generally speakirig, the function of the Prison Guard in
our state correctional institutions'is ambiguous. Both the Pub-
30 Salaries as of April, 1946.
S1An article which emphasizes this: Fishman, J. F. "Meanest Job in the
World" Anerican Mercury, September, 1945. pp. 345-352.
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lic and our penal administrators give lip service and partially
expect the Guard to be a positive agent for the rehabilitation
of inmates, yet the primary, and in some cases, the exclusive
function of the guard is concerned with the detention and cus-
tody of inmates. This is reflected in the methods of selection
in which no systematic attempt is made to select those persons
whose abilities, personalities, and interests are such that if
given favorable conditions, and adequate training, they could
act as rehabilitative agents.
2. Methods of selection of the Prison Guard are generally
loose and have had little experimental study of validity. Of the
some 13,000 guards in this country, it is safe to say that over
three fourths have been selected by unscientific methods. Of the
21 states which have state wide civil services, 17 states have
or are in the process of providing standard methods of selec-
tion; 13 states regularly employ a competitive written test as
a selection method. Several states 'validate' their examinations
by providing a period during which the candidate is in a pro-
bationary status-only New Jersey has conducted an experi-
mental validation of their selection methods.
3. Recruitment and selection methods are devised to select
a large undifferentiated group of workers, Prison Guards. Little
or no attention is given placement in the selection process.
Only Maryland differentiates in their selection program between
supervisory and non-supervisory positions.
Suggestions
1. In order to attract the type of personnel who with ade-
quate training could act as agents of rehabilitation, penal per-
sonnel should be given the same considerations granted em-
ployees of the more progressive industrial concerns. These con-
siderations include retirement pensions, accident insurance, va-
cation payment plans, sick leave and the eight hour working
days Pay plans as they now exist in some of the larger states
and in the Federal Bureau of Prisons are adequate if the other
items of a labor program are given consideration.
2. Recruitment should be directed towards securing those
persons who have more than a perfunctory interest in helping
others. The job of the penal worker should be treated as a pro-
fession, just as the public service professions of the public
school teacher, nurse, and social worker are treated. Groups
such as the Quakers, interested in public welfare, should be
asked to participate in placing personnel in institutions and
should be assured of official cooperation.
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3. Selection of penal workers should be differentiated so
that persons may be selected for specific jobs. This premises
a differentiation of institutions into maximum, medium and
minimum security types, each requiring a different type of
personnel. Within an institution, jobs should at least be classi-
fied into the categories, supervisory and non-supervisory. Cer-
tainly the personality and capacities required for the job of
wall guard differs greatly from that of a shop officer.
4. Tests for selection for the specific types of jobs should
be constructed and validated. This could be done at little
expense to the state by interesting graduate students of psy-
chology and sociology in doing this work as a doctoral study.
Such graduate students would also be better qualified to serve
in penal administration and constitute a supply of profession-
ally trained personnel. Communication between state correc-
tional systems should be strengthened. One means of facilitating
this would be to engage experts who could be paid jointly by
State and Federal Governments as provided by the George
Deen Act.
5. Batteries of tests used in selection should only supple-
ment the other methods of selection such as the interview, the
training and experience rating, and the probationary period of
training. They are, however, a necessary supplement.
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